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ABSTRA CT

Polytitanates in the BaO- Ti02 system with Ba:Ti ratios rang-

ing from 1:2 to 1:5 were prepared using a low temperature tech-

nique developed by Pechini. The samples were heated at 600 to

1300°C in oxygen. Room temperature Raman spectroscopy was

used to investigate the phase relations in this system. Results of

this study indicate the following: except for BaTi.Og, the powders

of these compounds were amorphous when heated at 600°C for

4hrs; the compound BaTi205 is a low temperature stable phase;

Ba6Ti170.0 forms only at temperatures above 1l00°C; Ba.Ti1303o

does not form below 1000°C; the single phase BaTi.Og structure

was observed at 1200°C'; the Ba2Tig020 phase is obtained only after

xv



long heat treatment at 1200°; BaTi6011 was stable up to 1200°C, at

which it decomposes into Ba2Tiv020 and Ti020 Mter determination

of stability relationships in this system, the electrical conductivities

of these compounds were examined as a function of temperature

and oxygen partial pressure. For all the temperatures (850-1150°C)

studied, the conductivities of these compounds increased with

decreasing oxygen partial pressure resulting in n-type properties

throughout the whole PO2 range (10-1V - 1atm). The PO2

dependencies of the electrical conductivity were found to be linear

for an extensive range of oxygen partial pressures. On the basis of

structural considerations the conductivity data was described by a

majority defect model consisting of both singly and doubly ionized

oxygen vacancies. For lower oxygen partial pressure values a

drastic change in the electrical conductivity was observed. This is

believed to result from increasing defect interaction for larger

departures from stoichiometry. A defect model based on this

interaction is proposed to account for the observed sharp change in

the electrical conductivity values.

xvi
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I. INTRODUCTION

The compositions of most dielectric materials utilized for ceramic capacitors

are based on ferroelectric barium titanate (BaTi03). This is because this ceramic

material has an exceptionally high dielectric constant. One of the most impor-

tant properties of any dielectric material is the dependency of the dielectric con-

stant on frequency. BaTi03 cannot be used as capacitors in circuits where

microwave-frequency stability is needed [28]. Compounds in the system BaO-

TiOz have been extensively studied for use in microwave-frequency applications

[29-33]. These polytitanate materials have shown promising properties such as

high dielectric constant, low temperature coefficient of the dielectric constant and

low dielectric loss [36].

Rase and Roy [39] published the first comprehensive phase equilibria study

of the BaO- TiOz system. They reported five intermediate compounds in this sys-

tem; BazTiO., BaTi03, BaTiz06' BaTi307 and BaTi.Og. Several subsequent

investigations have presented contradictory data on compound composition and

stability. For example, Tillmanns [40]assigned Ba.Ti1303o to the compound pre-

viously designated as BaTi307 by Rase and Roy [39]. Jonker and Kwestroo [50]

reported the existence of the phases BazTi6012 and BazTigOzo and questioned the

ability of BaTiz06 to form by solid state reaction. Their work also indicates that

the single phase BazTigOzo was obtained only when small amounts of SnOz or
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Zr02 were present. The phase Ba2Tig02o was confirmed by O'Bryan and Thom-

son [51]. However, they suggested that substitutions were not required in stabil-

izing the phase. In more recent work done on this system, Negas and Roth [38]

have observed polytitanates at ratios of 6:17, 4:13, 1:4 and 2:9. In the same

study they indicated that the compound reported as Ba2Ti6012 appears to have

been mistaken for BasTi170.o. Because of all these inconsistencies, we re-

examined the phase stability relations in this system using Raman spectroscopy.

Results of this study have been compared with the most recent published data on

BaO- Ti02 phase diagram. It should be mentioned that the Raman spectra are

being reported for the first time on these compounds. With knowledge of the

spectra of the various polytitanates, they may be investigated by Raman spec-

troscopy with a spacial resolution of - If.Lm.Also, in viewof the influenceof

defect structure upon transport properties, measurement of the high temperature

electrical conductivity was chosen as a means of examining the role of point

defects in these materials. The nature of predominant defects was determined by

matching the experimental data to predictions based upon thermodynamic rela-

tions. The results of this study show that control of the oxygen pressure and

temperature at which a crystal is equilibrated offers the possibility of varying the

room temperature conductivity over several orders of magnitude.
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n. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Nonstoichiometric Compounds

Nonstoichiometric phases are found in many oxide systems at high tempera-

tures. This behavior is observed especially in compounds where a cation can

exist in several oxidation states. A good example is provided by ferrous oxide

(FeO). The composition FeO is unstable under all conditions of temperature and

pressure. Preparation at various oxygen pressures yields phases with the same

structure, but the unit cell size varies smoothly with pressure, indicating change

of composition. The phase varies in composition by leaving some divalent Fe

sites vacant. To balance each Fe divalent vacancy, two cations must be oxidized

to trivalent Fe. Hence FeO shows deficiency in the Fe sublattice. In systems

such as Ti02 and Ce02, cation reduction from the tetravalent to the trivalent

state is the basic cause of nonstoichiometry. The electronic species created on

oxidation or reduction perturb the charge balance in a crystal. The charge bal-

ance may also be perturbed by aliovalent dopant ions (ones whose charge differs

from that of the host lattice ions). In the majority of nonstoichiometric com-

pounds, the charge balance is restored by creation of charge compensating point

defects. These defects influence the physical properties of the solid to a high

degree. Explanation of properties such as electrical transport, luminescence,
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diffusion and ability to react chemically requires the know lege of defect structures

in materials. The nature of these defects is developed in the following section.

B. Defect Theories

i. Small Deviation From Stoichiometry

A crystal in thermodynamic equilibrium at a finite temperature always con-

tains a finite concentration of defects. The introduction of such defects into a

crystal increases the lattice energy. However, the existence of native defects in a

lattice arises from a tendency of a crystal to increase its entropy. The number of

defects will be limited, however, by the enthalpy necessary to form the defects.

The actual number of defects present at any temperature is that which gives the

minimum value of the thermodynamic potential of the system. In pure crystals

lattice defects are referred to as native defects. The two principle inherent ther-

modynamic defects are:

(a) Schottky Defects. These involve the presence of vacant cation lattice sites

and vacant anion lattice sites in equal numbers for charge compensation. Defects

of this type are formed as a result of the diffusion of a certain number of cations

and the equivalent number of anions from their lattice positions to the surface of

the crystal, as shown in Fig. la.

(b) Frenkel Defects. These consists of equal numbers of vacant lattice sites and

interstitial ions. These defects are formed by ions leaving their normal lattice

site to take up interstitial positions, as illustrated in Fig. lb. For a given crystal,



Figure-l b. Creation of a Frenkel defect in a crystal MX. The ideally regular

crystal at absolute zero is disordered by having an interstitial ion

with simultaneous formation of a vacancy.

6

the activation energies of the formation of Schottky and Frenkel are sufficiently

different that one type is dominant.

Since point defects occur in thermal equilibrium within the material, they
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the activation energies of the formation of Schottky and Frenkel are sufficiently

different that one type is dominant.

Since point defects occur in thermal equilibrium within the material, they

can be treated as chemical species in terms of equilibrium constants and the mass

action law. The principles of this theory were created by Schottky & Wagner

[1-2]. In later years considerable progress in the theory of point defects was

made as a result of fundamental research carried out by Kroger & Vink [3].

Employing the laws of statistical thermodynamics, these authors derived general

relationships between equilibrium concentrations of the point defects and depen-

dence of these concentrations on temperature and partial pressures of crystal

components present in the gas phase surrounding the crystal. In addition to the

intrinsic defects mentioned above there may be defects formed on the crystal sur-

face as a result of chemical reactions between the solid phase and the surround-

ing atmosphere. As a result of diffusion at sufficiently high temperatures, these

surface defects migrate into the bulk of the lattice until a thermodynamic equili-

brium between the defect crystal and its surrounding is established. In some

oxide systems these defects create nonstoichiometric phases which extend over a

considerable composition range. The deviations from stoichiometry are mani-

fested as an excess or a deficit of a component of the compound. At small devia-

tion from stoichiometry the interaction between these defects is ignored. In

describing the defects the notation proposed by Kroger & Vink [3] is used

throughout. In this system the type of imperfection is indicated by a capital

letter, the location is described by a subscript and the charge of the defect rela-

tive to the normal lattice is indicated by a superscript. Vacancies or interstitials
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in an oxide are thus written

v 0 , oxygen vacancy

Vm , metal vacancy

Oi , oxygen interstitial

Mi , metal interstitial

The point defects may be neutral or charged. Singly and doubly ionized vacan-

cies are, for instance written as V~ and V~', respectively. The superscript dot

represents a positive charge. Similarly, singly & doubly ionized cation vacancies

are written as V:n and V~, where the superscript primes indicate the negative

effective charges. For an illustration of the defect formation let us take the sim-

ple case of an oxygen deficient oxide. An oxygen vacancy is formed by transfer

of an oxygen atom on a normal site to the gaseous state. The defect reaction for

this process may be written as

(1)

Electrons may, depending on the temperature, be excited and freed from the

vacancy. Thus, the oxygen vacancy acts as a donor and becomes singly or dou-

bly ionized:

Vo = V~ + e' (2)

or

V - V..+ 2e'0- 0 (3)

e', in the above equations is an electron. The equilibrium constant for the latter
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reaction is

(4)

H doubly ionized oxygen vacancies are the predominating defects in the oxygen

deficient oxide, the electroneutrality condition requires that

[n] = 2[V~'] (5)

By combination of (4) and (5) an expression for the concentration of free elec-

trons can be obtained

(6)

where ~G is the enthalpy to create an oxygen vacancy and two conduction band

electrons. Therefore, in an oxygen deficient oxide where doubly ionized vacancies

predominate, the concentration of electrons will be a function of the ambient

oxygen partial pressure. The following rules must be obeyed in writing defect

reactions:

(1) Mass Balance. The mass balance must be maintained; the number of atoms

involved in the defect reaction must be the same before and after the defect for-

mation. Vacancies have zero mass.

(2) Electrical Neutrality. The compounds must remain electrically neutral. This

means that both sides of the equations have the same total effective charge.

(3) Lattice Site Relations. The site relation must always be maintained. Thus in

a compound MO, the number of M sites should always be equal to the number of
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o sites, regardless of whether the actual composition is stoichiometric or non-

stoichiometric.

(4) Site-Relation. The total number of sites may change in a defect reaction;

therefore, the defect equation may include the creation or annihilation of sites.

ii. Large Deviation From Stoichiometry

The presence of a high concentration of point defects in some compounds is

unfavorable from the energy point of view and causes a decrease in their stabil-

ity. These point defects could be eliminated from the lattice by the formation of

planar defects known as shear planes (SP), first defined by Anderson et al [4] and

later by a number of investigators, notably Bursill & Hyde [5], J. S. Anderson [6],

and S. Anderson and A. D. Wadsley [7-8]. Shear planes are formed by a process

known as crystallographic shear (CS). In oxide systems, in essence, this involves

a rearrangement of the mode of linkage between coordination polyhedra so that

the oxygen to metal ratio is modified. The schematic illustration of shear plane

formation is given in Fig. 2a and 2b. As the number of shear planes increases

they begin to interact with each other, leading to their consequent ordering along

definite crystallographic direction. When the width of unperturbed portions of

parent structure between the successive shear planes are the same, a new crystal-

lographic structure is formed. The overall stoichiometric composition of the

resulting crystals depends upon the thickness of parent lattice between the shear

planes and also on the number of anion sites eliminated from this fault plane.

Ordered distribution of defects is thermodynamically more stable because the

decrease of the (AH) in the process compensates the entropy decrease which
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D oxygen vacancy

10) (b)

Figure-2. Schematic representation of defect elimination by crystallographic

shear. (a) A hypothetical reduced oxide with aligned oxygen vacan-

cies. Shear of bottom half of the crystal in the direction shown

superimposes lattice atoms on these vacancies, giving the structure

shown in (b) where the vacancies have been eliminated but a fault

is present on the cation sublaUice.

- shear plane

~
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occurs upon ordering [9-11]. The most notable examples of this behavior are

found in oxides of refractory metals, such as Ti02 [5,12-15], Nb206 [16-17], W03

[18-22] etc., which show considerable deviation from stoichiometry in the direc-

tion of deficit of oxygen. In strongly reduced Ti02, for example, crystallographic

shear is a means by which ordered oxygen vacancies are eliminated from the cry-

stal lattice. AB a result of this process homologous series of titanium oxides with

the general formula Tin02n-l are generated. These homologous series are inter-

mediate phases with the values of n = 4-9 and 16-36 [23]. The difference

between the basic structures of the phases lies in the width of the rutile (Ti02)

type slabs and the orientation of the shear planes.

c. Experimental Methods of Investigating Nonstoichiometry

Changes in stoichiometry may be inferred from measurements which are

sensitive to composition. Electrical conductivity, electron spin resonance, lattice

parameter, seebeck coefficient, density measurements, and optical measurements

are all sensitive to composition and provide means of detecting nonstoichiometry.

However, with the exception of electrical conductivity, most physical properties

are difficult to meaSure at high temperatures. The electrical conductivity, C1,is

given by

C1= nqf.L (7)

where n is the number of charge carriers, q is charge per unit carrier and IJ. IS

their mobility. H f.Lis known from Hall measurements, then n, the concentration

of charge carriers, may be calculated from conductivity measurements. The
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temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity can give information about

the migration energies of defects and their heats of formation. This is because

the number of charge carriers is proportional to exp( -Er/2RT) and mobility is

proportional to exp(-Em/RT) where Er is defect formation energy and Em is

defect migration energy. Hence the eq. 7, can be rewritten in the following

manner

(J' = Constxexp- (Em+1/2Ec)
RT

(8)

and plot of log (J'vs l/T gives the quantity (Em + 1/2Er). The migration energy

Em can be determined from the temperature variation of conductivity of doped

crystals where the number of defects is held constant by the addition of impurity

atoms. Obtaining Em in this way enables Er to be calculated. The departure

from stoichiometry at elevated temperatures may also be studied using the ther-

mogravimetric method [24-27] by measuring the percent weight change of a

specimen (quenched or in situ) as a function of temperature and oxygen content

of the gaseous atmosphere surrounding the specimen. The weight change is

recorded as as a function of time; when the new equilibrium is obtained the

weight change of the specimen remains constant. The procedure is then repeated

for other values of PO2 and temperature. In this type of experiment care must be

taken to eliminate various weighing errors (vibration, adsorption and desorption).
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D. Titanates

The compositions of most dielectric materials used for ceramic capacitors are

based on ferroelectric compounds such as BaTiOa. Recent progress in microwave

integrated circuits requires dielectric materials which are stable in these ranges of

frequencies. BaTiOa cannot be used as capacitors in tuned circuits or filters

where microwave-frequency stability is needed [28]. Poly titanate compounds from

the Ti-rich end of the system BaO- Ti02 were investigated as candidates for

microwave applications [29-33]. Two compositions, BaTi40g and Ba2Tig02o' in

the system BaO- Ti02 exhibited attractive dielectric properties such as low

dielectric loss and a dielectric constant which is both high and temperature stable

at microwave frequencies. Masse and co-workers [34-35], in their study of

microwave measurement of BaTi40g, reported that the ceramic has a high dielec-

tric constant (k=39) with a negative temperature coefficient and a low dielectric

loss (Q=2500). In investigating the microwave properties of Ba2Tig020' O'Bryan

[36] pointed out that it was even more useful than BaTi40g as a microwave

dielectric resonator filter. He reported a dielectric constant value of (k=39.8)

and a dielectric loss of (Q=8000) at 4 GHz for this material. These properties

make this compound suitable for use in microwave dielectric resonators. He also

recognized that the dielectric properties of this compound are sensitive to the

conditions of fabrications, particularly atmosphere. Optimum properties were

obtained when the ceramics were fully dense and oxidized. With the aim of

improving the the microwave properties of this ceramic, Nomura et al [37),stu-

died the effect of Mn doping on the dielectric properties. They demonstrated
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that the addition of Mn was quite effective in enhancing the value of Q. They

attributed this improvement to the oxidizing role of Mn in the sintering process.

Roth [38], using O'Bryan's data [36], predicted superior dielectric properties for

the compound of composition BaTi60u if it could be formed as a single phase

ceramic.

A number of investigators have studied the phase equilibria in the Ti02-rich

region of the system BaO- Ti02. The data on the phase relations show many

inconsistencies with respect to compound identification and stability. The system

was first studied by Rase and Roy [39] and they reported the existence of

BaTiOa, BaTi206, BaTi.Og and BaTia07' During a microprobe study of barium

titanates, Tillmanns [40] assigned Ba. Ti130ao to the compound previously desig-

nated as BaTia07 by Rase and Roy [39]. The crystal structure of BaTi206 was

first reported by Harrison [41]. Later Tillmanns [42] refined the crystal structure

and described it as an almost close-packed array of barium and oxygen atoms

with Ti atoms in octahedral voids. In this compound edge sharing TiOe octahe-

dra form planar groups of 3-octahedra each, which are linked by common corners

to the other groups in the plane (010). In the direction b, infinite zigzag chains

are formed via common octahedral edges. BaeTi170.o is another example of a

titanate which can be described in terms of close-packed arrays. The crystal

structure of this phase has been reported by several investigators [43-45]. Th~

structure is monoclinic and the unit cell contains 4-formula units of BaeTi170.o.

Barium and oxygen atoms are arranged in close-packed layers perpendicular to

the [103] direction. The unit cell of Ba4Ti130ao contains six layers of close-packed

atoms with four rows of six atoms per each layer [46]. There are 16 barium and
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120 oxygen atoms in the unit cell as compared with 144 positions in the cIose-

packed array; 8 of these positions must be vacant. A similar case has been

observed in the crystal structure of Ba6Ti17040 [43],where two barium atoms are

next nearest neighbors in the same row of the closest packing and the possible

positions between them are not occupied. Of the 144 octahedral voids, 64 are

coordinated by one barium and five oxygen atoms, 16 by barium and four oxygen

atoms, eight by five oxygen atoms and one vacancy, and four by four oxygens

and two vacancies leaving 52 voids coordinated by six oxygen atoms for the 52

titanium atoms. In the barium titanates octahedral interstices coordinated by

both 0 and Ba atoms or five 0 atoms and one vacancy are never occupied by Ti

atoms. The crystal structure of BaTi40g observed for the first time by Rase and

Roy [39] is built up of sheets of edge-sharing Ti06 octahedra [47-49]. The indivi-

dual sheets share common corners and in between the sheets are tunnels which

accommodate the Ba atoms. Jonker and Kwestroo [50] identified two additional

phases which they formulated as Ba2Ti50l2 and Ba2Tig02o, They found that the

compound (2:9) is stabilized only by minute additions of Sn02 or Zr02' They

also classified BaTi205 as a metastable phase which forms only from a cooled

liquid. The compound B~ Tig020 was confirmed by O'Bryan and Thomson [51]

in their examination of the subsolidus phase relations in the BaO- Ti02 system.

In disagreement with Jonker & Kwestroo, O'Bryan found that substitutions are

not required to stabilize the Ba2Tig020 phase. The crystal structure of this phase

was first reported by Tillmanns et al [52]. He described the unit cell as hexago-

nally close-packed layers of oxygen and barium ions; all Ti ions reside in the

octahedral interstices located between these close packed layers. BaTisOll is
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another compound in this system where the close packing of Ba and 0 atoms is

clearly evident. The monoclinic crystal structure of this compound was reported

by Tillmanns [53]. Subsequently the X-ray diffraction pattern of this phase was

published by O'Bryan and Thomson [54]. Among the more recent papers on the

subject reference should be made to the work done by Negas and Roth [38].

They observed higher polytitanates at Ba/Ti ratios of 6:17, 4:13, 1:4 and 2:9.

One objective of the present work is to reinvestigate the phase relations in this

system using Raman spectroscopy and compare the results to the most recent

work done on this system.

E. Point Defects in Ternary Ionic Crystals

In this section the dependence of native point defect concentration on the

oxygen partial pressure will be demonstrated for the case of ternary compound

BaTi03 which is equivalent to AB03. First the relations are developed for the

thermodynamic situation where the only defects present are VA , VB , V0 , V~,

V~ , Vo , nand p and the following relations hold; [VJ = [VB] and [V~ =
[V~]. These assumptions lead to the following equilibrium constants, for the for-

mation of point defects.

(9)

. . 3
K10 = [VA][VB][VO] (10)

n[Vo]

Ku = [Yo]
(11)
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p [V..J

K12 = [VJ

p[V~]
K13 = [VB]

(12)

(13)

[n][p] = Ki (14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

Furthermore the neutrality condition should be fulfilled. This condition may be

written as follows:

[Vo]+p = n+[V~]+[V..J (18)

For solving this system of equations the method proposed by Brouwer is applied.

This method consists of dividing the whole range of the oxygen pressure into the

regions in which the two types of defects occurring in the neutrality condition

predominate. At the low values of PO2' the singly ionized vacancies in the oxy-

gen sub lattice are the prevailing defects; in this case the neutrality condition

reduces to

[Vo] = In] (19)

For sufficiently large values of oxygen pressure P02, [V..J and [V~] will be much

greater than [Vo] and n. Therefore the neutrality condition assumes the form
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[V;J+[V~] = [p] (20)

For the intermediate values of oxygen pressures, there are two possible approxi-

mate solutions depending on the values of the equilibrium constant, These two

conditions are

[Vb] = [V;J+[V~] (21)

and

In] = [p] (22)

The solution of the system of equations (15,16,19-22) can be obtained for particu-

lar ranges of the oxygen pressure P O2' These solutions are presented in Table I.

Table-I. P O2 Dependence of Neutral and Singly Ionized Defect Concentrations

in the Ternary Oxide AB03.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the variation of defect concentrations as a function of oxygen

Defect In] = '[Vb] [n]=[p] [V0]= [VAl+[VB] [p]= [VAl+[VB]

In] -1/4 0 -5/8 -3/8

[p] 1/4 0 5/8 3/8

[Vo] -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2

[VJ=[VB] 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4

[Vb] -1/4 -1/2 1/8 -1/8

[VAl= [VB] 1/2 3/4 1/8 3/8



(n)a(VoJ (Vci)a(VAJ+(VeJ (p).rVA)+(v.i)

lOG POZ --+

Figure-3. Calculated defect concentration vs. oxygen partial pressure in

AB03. Neutral and singly charged defects only are considered.

The concentrations of the two cations are assumed to be equal. I-'
\0

Intermediate neutrality condition is IVol = IV~I+ IV~I.

f
I -........ // I V .0

-.....
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0
.J
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Figure-4. Concentrations of defects as in Figure 3, but with intermediate neu-

trality condition [nJ= [p). No
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pressure for the two intermediate neutrality conditions. We can also consider the

complete ionization of the defects. In this case the following sequence of neutral-

ity conditions are expected with increasing values of oxygen pressure:

The calculated PO2 dependence of fully ionized defect concentrations is shown in

Table II.

Table-n. PO2 Dependence of Completely Ionized Defect Concentrations in the

Ternary Oxide AB03.

Figs. 5 and 6 are the isothermal pressure dependence of various defect concentra-

In] = [Yo] (23)

In] = 2[Vo] (24)

[Yo] = [V] + 2[V"] (25)

[p] = 2[V] + 4[V"] (26)

[p] = [V + 2[V] (27)

Defect [n]=2[Vo] [Vo]= [VA]=2[VB ] [n]= [p] [p]=2[V A]+4[VB ]

In] -1/6 -1/4 0 -3/16

[p] 1/6 1/4 0 3/16

[Yo] -1/6 0 -1/2 -1/8

[VA]=[VB ] 5/12 0 3/4 3/16
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tions for the neutrality conditions in the intermediate region [Yo] = [V~I +

2[V~"] and [n] = [p] respectively. The electrical properties of ceramic titanates

are strongly dependent upon defects generated by deviation from stoichiometry.

The defect structure of BaTi03 has been studied in considerable detail [55-66].

All of these studies indicate that in the P O2 range near latm, the conductivity of

an undoped sample increases with increasing PO2' This is characteristic of p-type

conduction. As the oxygen partial pressure surrounding the specimen falls, a

transition to n-type conduction is observed (conductivity increased with decreas-

ing oxygen pressure). Eror and Smyth [62] studied the equilibrium electrical con-

ductivity of a Ti rich single crystal BaTi03 over a wide range of oxygen partial

pressures between 800 and 1200°C. They observed P-type conductivity at high

P02 with log u = 1/4 logP02 and n-type conduction at low oxygen partial pres-

sure with log conductivity varying as PO:/8. The proposed defect model con-

sisted of doubly ionized oxygen vacancies in the low P O2 region. At high oxygen

partial pressure region (p-type) the dominating defects were acceptor impurities

and their compensating oxygen vacancies. Daniels and Hardt [67]reported singly

ionized oxygen vacancy as being the dominant defect at low oxygen pressures

between 700 and 900°C. At higher temperatures, they proposed that the doubly

ionized vacancies occurred in appreciable concentrations. Similar results were

reported by Chan et al [59,66] on their investigation of polycrystalline sample

with Ba/Ti = 0.995 at temperatures 750 to 1000°C and oxygen pressures

between 10-20 and 10-1 atm.
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ID. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Sample Preparation

The samples used in this investigation were prepared by a method first

described by Pechini [68]. Following this technique, required amounts of barium

carbonate and tetra isopropyl titanate solution were dissolved in an ethylene

glycol-citric acid solution. The mixture was then heated slowly on a stirring hot

plate to remove solvent and to form a solution of increasing viscosity. At this

stage the product is amorphous and the ions are mixed on an atomic scale. This

material is heated slowly for a few days until a gray, ashy powder is obtained.

To remove any remaining organics the powder was calcined at 600°C for four hrs

in air atmosphere. This heat treatment produces a white powder of precise

stoichiometry and small particle size of around a few hundred angstroms. This

low temperature technique of sample preparation enables us to have a much

better control over the stoichiometry and homogenuity of the end product.

B. Raman Spectral Measurements

The powdered products of the liquid mix method were placed on platinum

foil on an alumina dish. The dishes were placed in a quartz envelope which fit
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into a muffle furnace. The samples were heat treated at temperatures from 600-

1200°C. The higher temperature heat treatments were carried out in a tube fur-

nace. The heated samples were placed in capillary tubes and supported by a

sample holder for the back scattering arrangement. The excitation source was an

Argon ion laser with an excitation wavelength of 5145A. A Jarrel-Ash 25-300

Raman spectrophotometer equipped with an RCA C3103 (Ga-AS) photomulti-

plier and an ORTEC amplifier/discriminator was used to analyze the scattered

light. Photon counting was carried out with a computer. A schematic diagram

of the computer controlled Laser Raman Spectrometer is shown in Fig. 7. The

incident power of the laser beam was approximately 20mw and this beam was

focussed using a condensing lens to a spot size of < Imm on the specimens. The

Raman spectra were recorded over the range of 50-1150 em-I. The scattered

photons were collected by an F 1.2 objective lens and were focussed onto the

entrance slit of a double monochromator. An interactive graphics terminal (Tek-

tronix, model 4010-1) provided rapid and accurate spectral analysis. Each sam-

ple was scanned once. Most of the spectra were obtained with a scan rate of

2.5cm-I/sec and a spectral slit width of 2.5cm-1.

C. Electrical Conductivity Measurements

The powder samples prepared by the liquid mix method [68] were

compressed into pellet form under a pressure of 50,000 psi. The disk shaped pel-

lets were then placed on a platinum sheet in an alumina boat and sintered in air.

The sintering times & temperatures for the various compounds are summarized

in Table ID.
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Table-ill. Sintering Conditions of Poly titanate Compounds Studied.

The sintered samples were quenched by being rapidly pulled out of the furnace.

The specimens for the electrical conductivity measurements were cut from these

sintered pellets into rectangular bars with approximate dimensions of

10mmX5mmx .5mm. A conventional four probe direct current technique [69-70]

was employed in measuring the electrical conductivity of polytitanate com-

pounds. H the current, I, through the specimen & the voltage, V, across the two

inner probes are measured the specimen conductivity is given by

(J' = .l.!.lli!L
(V)(A)

(28)

where A is the area of the sample and d is the separation of the two inner

probes. The electrical contacts for the four probe conductivity measurements

were made by wrapping the sample with platinum wire .016in. in diameter. Four

small grooves were cut into the edges of the samples to aid in holding the plati-

num wires in place. The spacing of the two inner probes and the cross- sectional

sample Temp(OC) Time(hrs)

BaTi206 1200 20

BaeTi17040 1300 26

Ba4Ti13030 1300 4

BaTi40g 1300 24

Ba2Tig020 1400 36

BaTi6011 1000 16
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area of the specimens were measured. The conductivity was determined by sup-

plying constant current (Keithley 225) in both polarities between the two outer

probes and measuring the potential difference across the two inner probes using a

high impedance digital multimeter (Keithley 191). In the course of this investiga-

tion the specimens were exposed at constant temperature to successively changing

oxygen pressures. The change in the voltage drop value between the two inner

probes was recorded after each variation of P O2. The state of equilibrium was

assumed when the voltage drop value no longer changed with time.

D. Oxygen Partial Pressure Control

The high range of oxygen partial pressure, lOO- 10-6 atm, surrounding the

samples was established by using pure oxygen and analyzed Argon-oxygen mix-

tures. The lower values of oxygen partial pressures were obtained by using mix-

tures of CO and C02. For the reaction

(29)

the standard Gibbs free energy, ~GT, is given by Wicks and Block [71]. The

equilibrium constant for the above reaction is

~G = -RTlnK = RTlnPcoP 6~2

PC02
(30)

or

logP O2 =
2logPC02

~GT

Pco+22.303RT

(31)
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Thus, the oxygen pressure in equilibrium with a nonstoichiometric oxide can be

controlled by passing a gaseous mixture with a known ratio of C02 to CO over

the sample at a given temperature. A schematic diagram of the glass assembly

designed to control the gas flow through the furnace is shown in Fig. 8. Gases

are delivered to the capillary flow meters (A) and are passed through the capil-

lary tubes (B). The pressure drop across the capillary tubes is indicated by

manometric flow meters (E). This pressure drop was determined by adjusting

the level of di-butyl phthalate in the gas blow-off column and the fluid reservoir

(D). The flow rates of various capillaries were calibrated as a function of pres-

sure drop by measuring the displacement of a soap bubble in a graduated glass

tube. Gases coming out of flow meters are passed through a purification system

(C). The oxygen and argon-oxygen mixtures were passed through successive

tubes containing magnesium perchlorate, ascarite and magnesium perchlorate.

The carbon monoxide gas was purified by passing through the same columns to

remove carbon dioxide and moisture. Removal of water vapor from carbon diox-

ide gas was achieved by passing the gases over drierite. After purification the

gases were passed through a mixing column (G) containing glass beads for uni-

form mixing. The purified gas mixtures were then transferred to the furnace

containing the specimen. The kanthal wound furnace used for the electrical con-

ductivity measurements consisted of a mullite tube with tapered pyrex joints at

both ends. The temperature inside the furnace was measured with a platinum-

platinum 10% rhodium thermocouple.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Raman Spectral Measurements

Fig. 9 shows the phase diagram obtained by R.S. Roth et al [38], from the

specimens prepared by hydrolysis of mixed barium and titanium ethoxide solu-

tions. The phase diagram was constructed from the data obtained by x-ray

diffraction analyses of the various heat treatments. One objective of the present

study was to compare the phase relations obtained using the hydrolysis method

employed by these authors, and liquid mix technique used in this study. The fol-

lowing is a comparison of the two studies on this system.

Roth et al [38] suggested that the specimens of BaO:2Ti02 crystallize at -
700°C into the known form of BaTi206 which is stable up to 1150°C where it

decomposes into BatiOa and Ba6Ti1704o' Our Raman spectroscopy data on thi~

compound as a function of temperature are shown in Fig. 10. As prepared sam-

ples were found to be amorphous when heated at 600°C for 4 hrs. Calcining at

700°C gave rise to a rather noisy spectrum with signs of crystallinity. Our

results do not show significant changes in the spectra obtained for the samples
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heated between 850 and 1100°C for 4 hrs, indicating the fact that BaTi206 is a

low temperature phase as observed by Roth. To further confirm the uniqueness

of the structure, X-ray diffractometry was done on BaTi206 heat treated at

1100°C for 4 hrs. The computed d values and the relative intensities were in

good agreement with the powder data of O'Bryan et al [36]. .As seen from the

Raman results in Fig. 10. this compound shows no evidence of decomposition at

1200°C for 110 hrs. However, decomposition occurs when the sample is held at

1300°C for more than 200 hrs, and the equilibrium compounds formed by solid

state reaction are BaTiOa and Ba6Ti17040' The Raman spectroscopy results of

this phase at 1300°C and those of BaTiOa and Ba6Ti17040 are shown in Fig. 11.

It is seen from Fig. 11 that the BaTi206 heated at 1300°C for - 207 hrs contains

all the features belonging to that of Ba6Ti1704o in addition to the BaTi03 phase.

The contributions from the latter phase modifies the intensities of the peaks at -
510cm-1 and - 303cm-1. The present study agrees well with regard to the pro-

ducts of decomposition reported by Roth, although this decomposition was

observed at a higher temperature. This could be due to insufficient heating times

at lower temperatures (110 hrs).

The experimental results obtained by the present investigation on this com-

pound are in good agreement with the findings of Roth [38]. BaeTi17040 was

reported to be a high temperature stable phase which does not exist below about

1100°C. The Raman spectrum of (6:17) as a function of temperature is reported
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in Fig. 12. When heated at 700°C for four hrs this compound contains three

phases, i.e. (1:2), (1:5) and (1:4). This conclusion was drawn after careful com-

parison of the spectra shown in Fig. 13. At 850°C the (1:4) contribution to the

mixture was found to disappear and the compound contains only (1:5) and (1:2).

This can be seen in Fig. 14. Further increases in temperature yielded a two

phase mixture of Ba.Ti1303o and BaTi20li for this composition. Raman spectra

data describing this effect for (6:17) held at lOOO°Cfor four hrs are presented in

Fig. 15. Heat treatment at 1200°C for three hrs resulted in a Raman pattern

which did not change even after prolonged heating at this temperature. There-

fore, it is suggested that this is the Raman spectrum of the Ba8Ti170.o com-

pound. This conclusion is also supported by the fact that the X-ray analysis of

the quenched sample of Ba8Ti170.o heated at 1200°C is in good agreement with

the reported powder data [45],with respect to d values, although they disagree

slightly in intensities. The difference in the X-ray line intensities can be related

to preferred orientation effects in the powder sample. Both the study by Roth

[38] and the present data indicate the (6:17) is not stable at low temperatures.

The Raman spectra data as a function of temperature for Ba. Ti13030 are

given in Fig. 16. This compound crystallizes at 700°C, forming a mixture com':'

posed of the (1:5), (1:4) and (1:2) phases. This can be seen from the spectra

shown in Fig. 17. Heating Ba. Ti13030 at 850°C for four hrs led to a pattern con-

sisting of the BaTi.Og and the BaTi205 phases. This point is illustrated in Fig.
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18. At 1000°C a new structure emerged from the mixture which is stable to at

least 1300°C, the highest temperature in the present study. The X-ray diffraction

data obtained on Ba4Ti13030 heated at 1300°C for four hrs is in excellent agree-

ment with the previously published pattern [451. In his paper, Roth concluded

that (4:13) is a very stable phase crystallizing at an even lower temperature than

BaTi"Og. Our observation, however, shows that (1:4) is the only compound in

the system which crystallizes when heated at 600°C for four hrs.

At 700°C this phase appears to contain a slight amount of BaTi6011' This

is seen from the Raman spectrum of this compound given in Fig. 19. The broad

bands at - 740cm-1 and 540cm-1 and the peak at - 94cm-1 are due to the

(1:5) phase. Unlike the peak at 94cm-1, the bands at 740cm-1 and 540cm-1

disappear when the material is held at 850°C for four hrs. As shown in Figure

19, with further increase in temperature the 94cm-1 band loses its intensity and

disappears completely at 1200°C. The X-ray data obtained on this compound

heated at 700°C for four hrs showed the presence of BaTi6011 in addition to the

lines for the BaTi"bg phase. However, the small amount of (1:5) phase observed

by Raman spectroscopy was not detectable by X-ray powder diffraction experi-

ments carried out on the samples heated above lOOO°C. The X-ray powder pat-

tern obtained for the single phase BaTi"Og is in excellent agreement with the

diffraction pattern observed for this compound by O'Bryan et al [36].The result

on this compound differs from those reported by Roth, in that he observed a two
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phase mixture of (1:2) and (1:5) and (4:13) plus (1:5) at 700 and 800°C heat

treatments, respectively. He also indicated that the complete pattern of the (1:4)

phase does not form from these mixtures until about 1300°C.

Employing hydrolysis of ethoxide precursors, Roth [38] reported that the

(2:9) phase does not begin to crystallize until the (1:5) compound begins to disso-

date. In his fully refiuxed precursor mixture this did not occur until 1200°C.

However, if the mixture is hydrolyzed within about five minutes of mixing, the

(2:9) phase begins to form at temperatures as low as - 900°C. In the present

investigation Ba2Tig020 prepared by the liquid mix technique and heat treated

between 700 and 1l00°C for four hrs crystallizes into a mixture containing the

(1:4) and (1:5) phases. The Raman pattern of this compound as a function of

temperature is presented in Figure 20. The peaks around 540cm-1 and 740cm-1

are characteristic of the (1:5) phase. Mter heating the sample at 1200°C for six

hrs the resulting Raman spectrum resembles that of BaTi40g. This similarity

can be seen in Figure 21, where all the (1:5) characteristics are lost at this tem-

perature. A similar structure was obtained when the sample was held at 1300°C

for one hr. A new structure was obtained only after prolonged heat treatment at

12oo°C. In comparing the X-ray powder data of Tillmanns et al [52] for

Ba2Tig020 with the present X-ray work on the prolonged heated (2:9) sample,

good correlation was found between the sets of data with respect to both d values

and relative intensities.
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The results with regard to the stability range of this compound are con-

sistent with those reported by Roth [38]. The Raman data of Figure 22 shows

that the single phase compound is obtained when the powder is heated between

700 and 1l00°C for four hrs. However, specimens prepared by Roth required

much longer heating times for forming single phase material. He observed quick

decomposition of this phase into Ti02 and Ba2Tig020 and/or BaTi40g at 1200°C.

The present experimental data show presence of (1:5) and (1:4) when this compo-

sition was heated at 1200°C for four hrs. The peaks for BaTi6011 (- 740cm-1,

540cm-1 and 94cm-1) disappeared when the material was heated at 1300°C for

one hr. The Raman spectrum that resulted after extensive heat treatment at

1200°C indicated the decomposition of BaTi6011 into a two phase mixture com-

posed of (2:9) and Ti02. The decomposition of this compound into these latter

phases is illustrated in Figure 23. The X-ray examination of this compound

heated at 1100°C for four hrs confirmed the previously reported d values on the

single phase BaTi6011 sample [36].

B. Electrical Conductivity Measurements

The measured electrical conductivity of polycrystalline BaTi206 in the tem-

perature range 1000-1100°C and in equilibrium with oxygen partial pressure

between 10-18 to 100 atm is shown in Fig. 24. .Ai;can be seen for all the tempera-

tures investigated, the conductivity of this compound increased with decreasing
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oxygen partial pressure resulting in n-type material throughout the whole P O2

range. This behavior was in contrast to the conductivity data of BaTiOa, which

showed a p-type region (conductivity increases with increasing oxygen pressure)

in the vicinity of one atm [57,58,61-63,661. At 1000°C, the oxygen pressure

dependence of conductivity can be divided into distinct regions. In region one

(10-16 to lOOatm)the plot of log conductivity vs. log PO2 is linear with a slope of

- -1/5. At the end of this region a sharp increase in the electrical conductivity

was observed; the oxygen partial pressure dependence of conductivity in this

region was closely approximated by PO:tO.6. At 1050°C, over the P02 range,

10-16 to 100atm, the conductivity increased linearly with decreasing oxygen pres-

sure showing a slope of nearly -1/5. As the partial pressure of oxygen was

decreased, the pressure dependence of conductivity increased to - -1/0.5.The
conductivity data at 1l00°C were proportional to the - -1/5 power of the oxy-

gen pressure for the P O2 range > lO-14.satm. This region was followed by a

slope of - -1/0.4.PO2 dependencies of electrical conductivity for BaTi20s are

summarized in Table IV.
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Table-IV. P02 Dependence of Electrical Conductivity for BaTi206'

From the above observation, it is seen that the conductivity plot, e.g. Fig. 24,

can be divided into two characteristic regions depending on the P O2 dependence

of electronic conduction. The following discussion explains the electrical conduc-

tivity behavior in these two regions.

REGIME I: [cr ex: P O~/5]

As is evident from Fig. 24, the conductivity of BaTi206 increased with

decreasing partial pressure of oxygen. This is characteristic of n-type conduction

and it is generally agreed that it is due to metal excess defects in non-

stoichiometric materials. Two possible metal excess defects are oxygen vacancies

and cation interstitials.

(a) OXYGEN VACANCIES

T(OC) P02(atm) m for cr ex:P o.:/m

1000 1010 _ lOu 5

< 10-16 0.6

1050 1016 _ lOu 5

< 10-16 0.5

1100 10 -14.1>_ lOu 5

< 10-14.5 0.4
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If oxygen vacancies are the predominant nonstoichiometric defects,

theoretical equations for the pressure dependence of the isothermal electrical con-

ductivity can be derived. According to the Kroger-Vink notation [3], the forma-

tion of a doubly ionized oxygen vacancy can be written as

1
00 = -02 + Vo + 2e'2

(32)

where 00 is oxygen at a regular site, Vo is a doubly ionized oxygen vacancy and

e' is an electron. The equilibrium constant for reaction (32) is

(33)

With the assumption that Vo are the dominant defects in the lattice, the approx-

imate condition for charge neutrality is

[n] :::: 2[Vo] (34)

Substituting charge neutrality, Eq. (34), into Eq. (33) yields an expression for the

pressure dependence of the electrical conductivity, 0', as given below

(35)

In a similar manner, for singly ionized oxygen vacancy the defect reaction is

(36)

With the neutrality condition
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[n] :::::[Vo] (37)

the pressure dependence for electronic conduction becomes

(J' oc:P -1/4O2 (38)

(b) CATION INTERSTITIALS

Formation of fully ionized cation interstitials in BaTi206 can be described

using the following reaction

(39)

with the equilibrium constant

(40)

Using the following neutrality condition

[n] ::::: 4[TiC'] + 2[Bar] (41)

in relation (40), we can write

(J' oc:p 0:/6.2 (42)

The oxygen partial dependence of the electrical conductivity for partially ionized

cation interstitials is given in Table V.
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Table- V. Summary of the Expected Oxygen Pressure Dependence of Conduc-

tivity for the Case of Partially Ionized Cation Interstitials.

Consider the experimental electrical conductivity data in this region which, as

already indicated, showed a pressure dependency of -1/5. Comparison of the

above theoretically predicted oxygen partial pressure dependencies with the

experimental result suggests that the possible dominant defects may be fully ion-

ized cation interstititials. However, from a structural point of view it is difficult

Ionization status of m for (J' ocP o":/m

barium & titanium

Bar Ti." . 4.41

Bar TiC 3.6

Bar Ti: 2.81

Bar Tij 2.0

B' Tir" 1.6

B' Ti." . 4.01

B' Ti:' 3.21

B' Ti: 2.41

B' Ti. 1.61

B Tic' 4.4

B Tij" . 3.6

B Ti:' 2.81

B Tii 2.0
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to accept that cation interstitials would be the main defects in BaTi206' k;

mentioned before, this compound belongs to the group of barium titanates which

can be described as close-packed layers of barium and oxygen atoms with Ti

atoms in octahedral voids. In fact, the structure of all the barium titanate com-

pounds studied in this work are described in this manner [47,72]. The high

energy associated with the formation of cation interstitials in a close packed

structure [63] makes any defect structure involving the formation of cation inter-

stitials quite unlikely. Therefore, cation interstitials are omitted from further

consideration. k; an alternative a defect structure is suggested which is based on

the simultaneous existence of both singly and doubly ionized oxygen vacancies in

approximately equal concentrations. This situation is described in the following

relation

(43)

with the equilibrium constant

(44)

Using the following neutrality condition

In] ~ [Vo] + 2[Vo] (45)

in relation (44), we can write
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{J' ex: p -1/6O2 (46)

This predicted value from equilibrium reaction (43) is consistent with the experi-

mentally observed value.

REGIME II: [{J' ex: Po:]

The striking feature in this regime is that the electrical conductivity

increases with a slope of approximately -1. To understand this behavior it

should be pointed out that the equilibrium state for the first data point in this

regime was reached after - 50 hrs. This is significantly different from the -
three hrs required for each point in regime I. This difference in time could be

indicative of a different atomic rearrangement in the lattice. This is not an

unreasonable deduction, particularly at low values of oxygen pressures, for which

there is now ample evidence for the interaction between point defects and their

consequent ordering [73].Reduced rutile, for example, is known to give rise to a

family of ordered phases, with the composition Tin02n-1 [4,15,74]. In a self

diffusion study of Ti in reduced Ti02, Akse et al [75] report that for oxygen pres-

sures between 1 X 10-13 and 1 X 1O-16atm, the In D vs In P O2was linear with a

slope of approximately -1/5. Decreasing the oxygen pressure below 1X 1O-16atm

caused a large deviation from the expected random point behavior. Instead of

continuing to increase with the above slope, the self diffusion coefficient decreased

sharply. Since diffusivity is directly proportional to the concentration of random

point defects, the sharp descent in the self diffusion coefficient implies reduction

of randomly distributed point defects. They explained this reduction in terms of
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ordering of point defects and consequent generation of ordered phases. This pro-

cess reduces the concentration of randomly oriented point defects and in doing

so, reduces the diffusivity. An analogous process is believed to take place in

BaTi20s, when the deviation from stoichiometry is large. With this in mind a

defect model is proposed to account for the observed P O2 dependence of elec-

tronic conduction in this regime. In writing this model it is assumed that the

ordered phase formed in this compound has the general formula B3uTi2nOSn-l'

Formation of 'b' moles of ordered phase in the already reduced matrix can be

described by the following reaction

BaTi20s_x=b(B3uTi2nOsn_l) + ~ °2(g)

+Bal-bn(VBa)bn + Ti2-2bn(VTihbn

+OS-x-b(5n-l)-Z(V O)z+b(Sn-l) (47)

Considering site, charge, mass balance and assuming mixed ionization states for

oxygen vacancies, the above expression can be written in the following form:

bnBaBa + 2bnTiTi + [(b(5n-l) + Z)]Oo=b(B3uTi2nOSn-l)+ 1.02(g)2

+[VB.]bn + [VTJ2bn

+ [VO]Z+b(6n-l)/2

+[VO]Z+b(Sn-l)/2

+~(Z+b(5n-l))e'
2

(48)

Elimination of a balanced number of vacancy defects and division by b leads t.o
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nBaBa + 2nTiTi + [(5n-1) + Z/b]Oo=(B3.nTi2n06n-l) + ~ 02(g)

+[VO]Z-b/2b + [VO]Z-b/2b

+~(Z/b-1)e' (49)2

In the above reactions Z can be regarded as the total amount of oxygen escaping

from the solid into the gas phase and b is the number of oxygen vacancies elim-

inated in the process of generating shear planes, i.e. (Z-b) = [Vo]+[Vo] and b ==

[shear structure]. The mass action constant for the reaction (49) can be expressed

by

K49 :::::as[Vo]Z-b/2b[Vo]Z-b/2b[e']3/2(Z/b-l)p ~~2b (50)

where as represents the activity of the shear structure and is assumed to be con-

stant. Since the presence of both singly and doubly ionized oxygen vacancies

were assumed the appropriate neutrality condition is

In] ::::: 2[Vo] + [yo] (51)

Taking this charge neutrality condition along with the above mass action expres-

sion, produces the following relation for the P O2 dependence of electrical conduc-

tivity

u a POZ/6(Z-b)2
(52)

or simply

u a p-l/m'O2 (53)
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Where m' = 5(Z-b)/Z. A similar approach was taken by Oh and Eror in their

study of Ti02 system [76]. For various values of Z/b, the predicted values of m'

in Eq. (53) and the corresponding ratios of shear structure to isolated oxygen

vacacies are shown in Table VI.

Table-VI. The Predicted Values of m' in the Relation (21), for Various Ratios of

z/b and Corresponding Values of bIZ-b.

From these calculations it is concluded that the large values of slopes seen in this

work can be associated with a high concentration of crystallographic shear (CS)

structure. Results shown in Table VI. indicate that the latter proposed model

can also predict values such as those observed for the exponent of P o~ depen-

dence of electrical conductivity in regime I. However, based on the following

m' in (]' :x P -11m Z/b b/Z-bO2

.4 5/4.6 11.5/1

.5 5/4.5 9/1

.6 5/4.4 7.3/1

1 5/4 4/1

1.2 5/3.8 3.2/1

2.5 2 1/1

4 5 1/4

4.5 10 1/9

4.9 50 1/49
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observation, extensive interaction between point defects at higher values of oxy-

gen partial pressures is ruled out. The electrical conductivity measurements in

the present investigation were taken at both decreasing and increasing directions

of oxygen pressures. The data obtained in regime I was reproducible during the

reduction and oxidation cycles. However, in regime II, during the conductivity

measurement on the oxidation side, a hysteresis loop was observed. Such

behavior has been associated with the excess energy needed in generating new

crystallographic shear planes by Merrit & Hyde [77,78]. In a study on TiOx sys-

tern they monitored the partial molar free energy of oxygen in the gas atmo-

sphere over the sample during both increasing and decreasing directions of the

oxygen partial pressures. The oxidation and reduction paths obtained in this

manner were coincident except in the oxygen pressure range corresponding to the

following composition; 1.75 < x < 1.90 and 1.93 < x < 1.98. In these regions

data exhibited gross hysteresis loops. This behavior was attributed to the excess

free energy required in generation and subsequent ordering of shear planes to

form a new phase. Based on the above observations (present conductivity data,

diffusion study by Akse and Merrit & Hyde's work) it is believed that the absence

of hysteresis loop in regime I suggests that randomly distributed point defects are

predominant in this regime.

The observed electrical conductivity behavior for Ba6Ti1704o is shown in

Fig. 25. The data were obtained at 1000, 1050 and 1l00°C under oxygen partial

pressures from 10-17 - 10° atm. As shown in this figure, the electrical
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conductivity increased with decreasing oxygen partial pressure at constant tem-

perature. At 1000°C the oxygen pressure dependence of the electrical conduc-

tivity is characterized by (J'ex:p 0:/4.4 for 10-9 < p O2 ::S 10° and (J' ex: p 021/6.9for

10-16 ::S P02 < 10-9. The latter linear region is followed by a slope of nearly

-1/0.9. Very similar behavior was observed at 1050°C. However, the sharp rise

in conductivity occurred at a slightly higher partial pressure of oxygen. At

HOO°C, for oxygen pressures > 10-4 atm, the conductivity increased with

decreasing P02 with a slope of -1/4. Over the P02 range 10-14 - 10-7 atm, the

conductivity dependence varied linearly with a slope of -1/5.7. With further

reduction in P02 the conductivity rose with a slope of - -1/0.5at HOO°C. The

summary of experimentally observed slopes is given in Table VII.
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Table-VII. P O2 Dependence of Electrical Conductivity for BallTinO 40'

SuggestedDefect Structures

Regions of the conductivity data characterized by CT0:: P0:/4 and P 0:/4.4

can be interpreted in terms of singly ionized oxygen vacancies as was described in

eq. (36) and the following reactions respectively

1 4 1
00 = -Vo + -Vo + 1.2e' + -02(g)5 5 2

(54)

The equilibrium constant is

(5.5)

Assuming the following electrical neutrality

T(OC) P02(atm) m for CT0::Po-:/m

1000 10 -II _ 100 4.4

10-16 - 10-9 5.9

< 10-16 0.9

1050 10 -\I_ 100 4.4

10-14 - 10-9 6

< 10-14 1

1100 10 -4 _ 10° 4

10-14 _ 10-7 5.7

< 10-14 0.5
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In] ~ 2[Vo] + [Vb] (56)

the electrical conductivity CTcan be expressed as

CTex p 01/4.42 (57)

The tendency for the oxygen activity exponent to increase toward -1/5.9 at lower

oxygen partial pressure indicates the dominance of completely ionized oxygen

vacancies under these atmospheric conditions. This situation is described in the

following reaction:

1 19 1
00 = -02(g) + -[Vo] + -[Vb] + 1.95e'2 20 20

(58)

for which the equilibrium constant is

(59)

The condition of electroneutrality is given by the equation

In] ~ [Vb] + 2[Vo] (60)

from which it follows

CTexpo;/s.v (61)

This predicted value from relation (58) is consistent with the experimentally

observed data.

The onset of a sharp rise in the electrical conductivity is described by a

defect model incorporating the formation of shear planes as follows:
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Ba8Ti1704o-x=b(Ba8nTi17n040-l) + 1..02(g)2

+ [VBa]8bn + [V Ti]l7bn

+[V O]Z+b(40n-l) (62)

In reaction (62) Ba8nTi17n040-l is the assumed composition of the oxygen

deficient ordered phase in this compound, This equation can be simplified by

elimination of balanced number of vacancy defects and division by b into the fol-

lowing form

6nBaBa+ 17nTiTi+ [(40n-l) + Zjb]Oo=(Ba8nTi17n04On-l)+ ~ 02(g)

+[V6']Z/b-l + 2(Zjb-l)e' (63)

The equilibrium constant for the above reaction takes the form

K83 :::::a.[Vo]Z/b-l[e']2(Z/b-l)p5~2b (64)

When used with the electroneutrality relation

In] ::::: 2[VoJ (65)

the oxygen partial pressure dependence of electrical conductivity can be

expressed in the form of

U exp O;/8(Z-b) (66)

or

U ex p -l/m'O2 (6i)
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where m' = 6(Z-b)/Z. In the above relations Z and b denote total number of

oxygen vacancies and number of oxygen vacancies eliminated in the process of

generating shear planes, respectively. For various values of m' the ratios of shear

planes and randomly distributed point defects are tabulated in Table VIII.

Table-VIII. The Predicted Values of m' for Various Vatios of Z/b and

Corresponding Values of biZ-b.

From Table VIII. it can be seen that the high concentration of shear planes

would generate steep slopes such as -1 and -1/0.5 observed in the experimental

conductivity data for this compound. It should be mentioned that the Raman

spectrum of the BaaTi17040 sample after the electrical conductivity experiment

m' in (J' 0': po":/m Z/b b/Z-b

.5 12/11 11/1

.9 6/5.1 5.7/1

1 6/5 5/1

1.5 4/3 3/1

2 3/2 2/1

2.5 6/3.5 1.4/1

3 2 1/1

4 3 1/2

4.5 4 1/3

5 6 1/5

5.5 12 1/11
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showed no indication of decomposition.

The equilibrium electrical conductivity measurements made on Ba4Ti13030

over the oxygen pressure range 10-18 s 1atm, at temperatures 1000 and 1l00°C

is presented in Fig. 26. The conductivity data at 1000°C is characterized by a

dependence on oxygen partial pressure of nearly -1/5 for P02 > 10-16. This

region is followed by a P0:;'402slope and finally a gradual transition to P0:/0.6 is

observed at the lowest experimental PO2values. The electrical conductivity data

at 1l00°C also shows three distinct dependencies on oxygen partial pressure. For

P02 from 10-10atm to one atm of oxygen the slope of log u vs. log P02 is - -1/5.

Between 10-10 and 1O-14atm the PO2 dependence of electrical conductivity is

characterized by - -1/5.8. At lower values of oxygen partial pressures the con-

ductivity varied with a slope of nearly Po:. The above mentioned slopes are

summarized in Table IX.
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Table-IX. P O2 Dependence of Electrical Conductivity for Ba4Ti130ao.

The experimental P0:/6 dependence of conductivity observed both at 1000 and

1100°C can be explained based on the formation of oxygen vacancies in both

states of ionization. This type of behavior was also seen in BaTi206 and equa-

tions describing the formation of defects of this nature are as follows:

(68)

with an equilibrium constant

(69)

and electroneutrality expression

[n] ::::: [Vo] + 2[Vo] (70)

the electrical conductivity cr can be expressed as

T(OC) P02(atm) m for cr IXP o.:tm

1000 10 -II>_ IOU 5

10-17 _ 10-16 4.2

< 10-17 0.5

1100 10 .10_ 100 5

10-14 _ 10-10 5.8

< 10-14 1
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CT ex:p -1/6O2 (71)

This electrical conductivity dependence on the oxygen pressure is consistent with

the experimental result. At 1000°C the region of 1/5 dependence is followed by

an increase in oxygen pressure dependence to - -1/4.2. This break in the slope

of electrical conductivity plot can be rationalized in terms of suppression of dou-

bly ionized oxygen vacancies due to an increase in electron concentration at lower

values of oxygen pressures. The slope of -1/4.2 agrees with the following reaction

911
00 = - Vo+ - Vo+ 1.1e' + -02(gas)10 10 2

(72)

with the chemical equilibrium constant

(73)

and charge neutrality condition of

[n] :::: [Vol + 2[VoJ (74)

the oxygen pressure dependence of the electrical conductivity is given by

CTex:p 0:/4.2 (75)

in agreement with our results. At 1l00°C the tendency for the exponent to

decrease from -1/5 to -1/5.8 (between 10-14 and 1O-10atm) indicates more com-

plete ionization of oxygen vacancies at higher temperatures. The following defect

model can account for the observed value of P0:/6.8 in this region.

00 = .l...Vo + J!...Vo +1.ge' + l02(gas)10 10 2
(76)
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By applying the mass action law to the above relation the equation for the equili-

brium constant can be written as follows

(77)

With the electroneutrality condition

[n] ::::: [Yo] + 2[Vo] (78)

the expression. for the P O2 dependence of <7is written as

<7 ex:Po: /6.8 (79)

The continuous rise in the conductivity at lower values of oxygen pressures

is explained in terms of the existence of an ordered shear phase. With the

assignment of the general formula Ba4nTi13n030n-l' the following are the equili-

brium expressions for the formation of b moles of this phase.

4nbBaBa+ 13nbTiTi+ [(b(30n-l) + Z)]Oo=b(Ba4nTi13n030n-l)+ ~02(gas)2

+(VBa)4nb+ (VTi)13nb

+(V 0)z+b(3On-l) (80)

With the removal of equivalent number of vacancy defects, division by band

dominance of singly ionized oxygen vacancies the above equation can be

simplified into the following form
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+(VO)z/b-l + (Z/b-l)e' (81)

The expression for the equilibrium constant is

K8l ::::::al[Volr./b-l [e, ]r./b-lp r./2bO2 (82)

The electroneutrality condition can be written as follows

In] :::::: [Vo] (83)

Combination of eq. (82) and eq. (83) leads to

a ex:p O:/4(r.-b) (84)

or simply

a ex:p -l/m'O2 (85)

where m' = 4(Z-b)/Z. In the above relations Z can be viewed as the total

number of oxygen leaving the solid into the gas phase and b is the number of

oxygen vacancies eliminated in the process of generating shear planes. The

predicted ratios of shear plane concentration and random point defect for some

values of m' in eq. (85) are summarized in Table X.
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Table-X. The Predicted Values of m' for Various Ratios of Z/b and Correspond-

ing Values of biZ-b.

This Table suggests that the above model predicts sharp breaks in the log (J' vs.

log P O2 as the concentration of shear planes increases.

The electrical conductivity dependencies on P02 for BaTi40g are presented

in Fig. 27. The measurements were carried out at temperatures 1000, 1050 and

HOO°C under oxygen partial pressure of 10-18 - 100atm. The exponent m in the

expression (J' ex:po;/m at 1000°C attains values of 4.7 for P02 > 10-13 and 5.4

for 10-17 < PO2 < 10-13 and 0.2 for Po~ < 10-li. The oxygen pressure depen-

dence of the electrical conductivity has three different values at 1050°C. These

m' in (J' ex: p -11m Z/b b/Z-bO2

.3 4/3.7 12.4/1

.5 4/3.5 7/1

.9 4/3.1 3.5/1

1 4/3 3.5/1

1.6 4/2.4 1.5/1

2 2 1

3 4 1/3

3.5 8 1/7

3.9 40 1/39
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are - -1/4.8 in the P02 region above 10-14, - -1/5.7 in the range 10-1&- 10-14

atm and - -1/.6 below lO-l&atm. The conductivityat HOO°Cincreasedwith

decrease in P02' showing slopes of - -1/5for 10-12 S P02 S 100atm, - -1/5.7

for oxygen partial pressures between 10-14 and 1O-12atmand - -1for lower

values of oxygen partial pressure. The summary of P O2 dependencies is shown in

Table XI.

Table-XI. P O2 Dependence of Electrical Conductivity for BaTi40g.

The experimental oxygen partial pressure dependence value -1/4.7 seen at 1000°C

can be analyzed in terms of an ideal point defect model involving isolated singly

and doubly ionized oxygen vacancies as follows

T(OC) P02(atm) m for (]' Po.:tm

1000 10 -1;i_ lOu 4.7

10-17 _ 10-13 5.4

< 10-17 0.2

1050 10 -14_ lOu 4.8

10-1& _ 10-14 5.7

< 10-18 0.6

HOO 10 .u _ lOu 5

10-14 _ 10-12 5.7

< 10-14 1
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1 13
OO=-02(g) + - Vo2 20

7
+-Vij + 1.35e'20

(86)

Applying the mass action law to the above equation results in

(87)

The electroneutrality condition in this case can be written as

[n] ::::: [Vo] + 2[Vij] (88)

and from relations (87) and (88) the P O2 dependence of conductivity can be

expressed as

U ex p 021/4.7 (89)

Therefore, both singly and doubly ionized oxygen vacancies are responsible for

the electronic n-type conduction of this material. The shallower P O2 dependen-

cies at lower oxygen partial pressures and/or higher temperatures signifies the

increasing number of divalent oxygen vacancies.

As can be seen from the plot of log u vs log P O2 for this compound, the

break from random point defects (onset of ordering) occurs at higher values of

oxygen partial pressures as temperature increases. This I think indicates that the

ordering of random point defects takes place when a certain fraction of available

oxygen sites in the lattice are left vacant; and since this fraction is reached

sooner as temperature increases, the break in the curve is observed earlier. The

process of ordering of defects leads to segregation of a new phase with an
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assumed composition of B8.nTi4nOvn-l' The formation of b moles of this phase

from reduced parent phase can be expressed as follows:

+OV-x-b(Vn-I)-r;(VO) + 2(Z-b)e' (90)

The above relation can be simplified into the following form:

bnBaBa+ 4bnTiTi + [(b(9n-1) + ZjOo=b(B8.nTi4nOvn-l)+ ~02(gas)2

+[V~ajbn+ [V~;'j4bn

+[VOJz+b(Vn-l)+ 2(Z-b)e' (91)

Equation (91) can be further simplified by elimination of equivalent numbers of

defects and division by b

nBaBa+ 4nTiTi + [(9n-1) + Z/bjOo=(B8.nTi4nOVn-l)+ 2~ 02(gas)

+[VO]r;/b-1+ 2(Z/b-1)e' (92)

The equilibrium constant for this reaction is

(93)

For all the three temperatures investigated the appropriate electroneutrality

expression in this region of low POz is
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[n] :::: 2[Vo] (94)

By combining the last two relations the pressure dependence of electrical conduc-

tivity takes the following form:

(J' cc p o2Z/8(Z-b) (95)

Replacing 6(Z-b)/Z by m' leads to the following expression for the electrical con-

ductivity

(J' cc p -11m'O2 (96)

Table XII. contains predicted ratios of shear structure concentration to isolated

divalent oxygen vacancies for some values of m'.
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Table-XII. The Predicted Values of mt for Various Ratios of Z/b and

Corresponding Values of biZ-b.

.As can be seen from the above Table the small values of mt are associated with

higher concentration of shear planes.

The measured electrical conductivity of polycrystalline Ba2Tig020 in the

temperature range 1050-1150°C and in equilibrium with oxygen partial pressures

between 10-18-1atm is shown in Fig. 28. AP.can be seen for all the temperatures

investigated, the conductivity of this compound increased with decreasing oxygen

partial pressure resulting in n-type material throughout the whole Po:! range. At

mt in (f ex: Po:tm Z/b b/Z-b

.2 30/29 29/1

.6 30/27 9/1

.8 30/26 6.5/1

1 6/5 5/1

2 6/4 2/1

3 2 1/1

4 3 1/2

5 6 1/5

5.5 12 1/11

5.9 60 1/59
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1050°C, the oxygen pressure dependence of conductivity can be divided into three

distinct regions. In region one (10-11 to 100atm) the plot of log (J'vs. log P 02 is

linear with a slope of -1/4.5. Between 10-11 and 10-16 atm (region 2) the meas-

ured conductivity was proportional to the -1/5.3 power of P02' At the end of

this region a sharp increase in the electrical conductivity was observed; the oxy-

gen pressure dependence of conductivity in this region was closely approximated

by Po:. At higher temperatures no region with -1/4.5 dependence for conduc-

tivity on oxygen activity was observed. At 1l00oe over the P02 range, 10-14 to

100atm, the conductivity increased linearly with decreasing oxygen pressures

showing a slope of -1/5.2. As the partial pressure of oxygen was decreased, the

pressure dependence of conductivity increased to - -1/0.8. The conductivity

data at 11500e were proportional to the -1/5.1 power of the oxygen pressure for

the P02 range > 1O-13atm. This region was followed by a discontinuous rise in

the conductivity with the P02 dependence of - -1/0.9. The slopes observed in

the log (J' vs. log P 02 are summarized in Table XIII.
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Table-XIII. P O2 Dependence of Electrical Conductivity for Ba2Tiv02o.

The following is the discussion on the nature of defect structures dominating in

the three regions of interest.

REGION I: [ (J' ex: p 0:/4.6 ]

As has already been mentioned, due to structural restrictions the most

favorable choice of defects in these compounds are oxygen vacancies. The experi-

mental slope of -1/4.5 can be interpreted in terms of a defect model based on a

simultaneous presence of Vb and Vo. The process of defect formation can be

written as

3 1 1
00 = -Vb + -Vo + 1.25e'+ -02(g)4 4 2

(97)

With the equilibrium constant

T(OC) P02(atm) m for (J' ex:P o":/m

1050 10 -11_ IOu 4.5

10-16 _ 10-11 5.3

< 10-16 1

1100 10-14 _ 100 5.2

< 10-14 0.8

1150 10 -13_ IOU 5.1

< 10-13 0.9
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(98)

the charge neutrality can be expressed as

[n] :::: [Vo] + 2[Vo] (99)

Combination of the relations (98) and (99) leads to the following expression for

the electrical conductivity:

(J' ex:p 01/4.52 (100)

REGION II. [ (J' ex:p 0:/5.1 _ p 0:/5.3 ]

The electrical conductivity in this region is characterized by an oxygen par-

tial pressure dependence, po:/m, with the values of l/m near -1/5.3 at 1050°C,

-1/5.2 at 1100°C and -1/5.1 at 1150°C. In this region, a defect structure which

incorporates both singly and doubly ionized oxygen vacancies is also assumed.

The values of P O2 dependencies indicated above are proposed to reflect the domi-

nance of doubly ionized oxygen vacancies. For example, the observed slope of

-1/5.2 at 1100°C for P02 > 10-14 can be explained through the following reac-

tion

2 3 1
00 = + -Vo + -Vo + 1.6e' + -02(g)5 5 2

(101)

The equilibrium constant for the above reaction is

(102)
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using the following neutrality condition in eqn (102)

In] ::::: [Yo] + 2[Vo] (103)

the conductivity dependence on oxgen partial pressure becomes

(J' ex:P 01/6.22 (104)

REGION III. [ (J' ex:Po: ]

The sharp change in the slope of electrical conductivity in this region is

explained by a model involving the formation of a new ordered structure within

the matrix. Following are the equilibrium reactions describing the formation of b

moles of this new ordered phase.

(105)

In the above relation, Ba2nTivn020-l is the assumed general formula for the new

phase. Considering site, charge and mass balance, the eq. (105) can be restated

as

2bnBaBa+ 9bnTiTi + [(b(20n-1) + Z)]Oo=b(Ba2nTivn020n-l) + '£'02(gas)2

+[VBJ2bn+ [VTtlvbn (106)

+[VOJz+b(20n-l) + 2(Z-b )e'

The above eq. can be further simplified by elimination of equivalent number of
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vacancy defects and division by b

2nBaBa+ 9nTiTi + [(20n-1) + 1.]Oo=(Ba2nTivn020n-l) + Zb 02(gas)
b 2

+[VO]Z/b-l + 2(Z/b-1)e' (107)

The mass action constant for the above reaction is expressed as

K107 :::::a8[Vo](Z/b-l)[e,]2(Z/b-l)p 5~2b (108)

Since the dominance of Vo was assumed the appropriate neutrality condition is

[n] ::::: 2[Vo] (109)

Taking this charge neutrality condition along with the above mass action expres-

sion, produces the following relation for the P O2 dependence of electrical conduc-

tivity

(]' ex: p O;/6(Z-b) (110)

or simply

(]' ex: p -l/m'O2 (111)

where m' = 6(Z-b )/Z. In the above reactions Z can be regarded as the total

number of oxygen escaping from the solid into the gas phase and b is the number

of oxygen vacancies eliminated in the process of generating shear planes. For

some values of m', the predicted ratios of Z/b and the corresponding ratios of

shear planes to isolated oxygen vacancies (b/Z-b) are shown in Table XIV.
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Table-XIV. The Predicted Values of m' for Various Ratios of Z/b and

Corresponding Values of biZ-b.

As can be seen from Table XIV. higher concentration of shear planes correspond

to lower values of m'. The Raman spectrum of the Ba2Tig020 sample after the

electrical conductivity experiment showed no sign of decomposition in this

material.

Figure 29 shows the conductivity data for BaTisOu. The measurements

were carried out at temperatures 850, 900 and 950°C under oxygen partial

m' in (1 ex: Po.:tm Z/b b/Z-b

.5 12/11 11/1

.8 15/13 13/2

.9 6/5.1 5.67/1

1 6/5 5/1

1.2 5/4 4/1

1.5 4/3 3/1

2.5 12/7 7/5

3.5 12/5 5/7

4 3/1 1/2

4.5 4/1 1/3

5 6/1 1/5
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pressures from 10-111.6to one atm. At any constant temperature the electrical

conductivity seems to follow three different oxygen pressure dependencies. At

850°C the PO2 dependence of electrical conductivity can be expressed as P0:/4.11

for oxygen pressures > 10-16, PO:/4.1 for 10-16 S P02 S 10-17.7 and u oc

PO:/1.4 for P02 < 10-17.7. At 900°C, the conductivity is characterized by u 0:

PO:/6.2 for 10-14 S P02 s 1atm, u ex: PO:/4.4 for 10-17 S P02 S 10-14 and u :Yo

PO:/O.II for P02 < 10-17. At 950°C the observed slopes are -1/5.2 for P02 >

10-14, -1/4.7 for 10-17 S P02 S 10-14 and -1/0.85 for P02 S 10-17. The sum-

mary of observed slopes is given in Table XV.
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Table-XV. P02 Dependence of Electrical Conductivity for BaTi6011'

The experimental -1/4.9 slope observed at 850°C can be explained by means of a

model, whose basic assumption is the simultaneous existence of singly and doubly

ionized oxygen vacancies according to the following equilibrium reaction

(112)

The equilibrium constant for the above reaction is

(113)

Substituting the following electroneutrality condition

T(OC) P02(atm) m for 0' ocP o";,m

850 10 .10 _ 100 4.9

10-17.7_ 10-16 4.1

< 10-17.7 1.4

900 10 .14 _ 100 5.2

10-17 _ 10-14 4.4

< 10-17 0.9

950 10 -14_ 100 5.2

10-17 - 10-14 4.7

< 10-17 0.85
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[n] :::: [Yo] + 2[Vo] (114)

back in eq. (113) gives

(J' oc P -1/4.9O2 (115)

At lower values of P O2 the concentration of singly ionized oxygen vacancies

becomes appreciable, causing (J' to tend toward a P 0;/4.1 dependence. This situa-

tion can be represented by the following defect reaction

1 19
00=-02(g)+- Vo2 20

1
+-Vo + 1.05e'20

(116)

The equilibrium constant for reaction (116) is

(117)

Assuming the following electrical neutrality condition

[n] :::: 2[Vo] + [Yo] (118)

the electrical conductivity (J' can be expressed as

(J' oc P 0;/4.1 (119)

Formation of shear planes is believed to be responsible for the steep rise in the

conductivity for P02 < 10-17.7. Defect notation for the formation of shear

planes in BaTi601l is as follows
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BaTi6011_x=b(BauTi6nOlln_l) + ~ °2(g)

+Bal-bn(VBa)bn + Ti6-6bn(VTi)6bn

+Oll-x-b(lln-l)-Z(V O)z+b(lln-l) (120)

Considering site, charge, mass balance and assuming mixed ionization states for

oxygen vacancies, the above relation can be written in the following form:

bnBaBa+ 5bnTiTi + [(b(Un-1) + Z)]Oo=b(BauTi6nOlln-l) + ~ 02(g)

+[VBa]bn+ [VTi]6bn

+ 1.9[V6]Z+b(lln-l)/2

+.1[VO)z+b(lln-l)/2 (121)

+(1.05Z + 1.05b(Un-1))e'

Elimination of a balanced number of vacancy defects and division by b leads to

nBaBa+ 5nTiTi + [(Un-1) + Zjb]Oo=(BauTi6nOlln-l) + 2~ 02(g)

+1.9[V6)z-b/2b + .1[Vo]Z-b/2b

+1.05(Zjb-1)e' (122)

In the above reactions Z can be regarded as the total amount of oxygen escaping

from the solid into the gas phase and b is the number of oxygen vacancies elim-

inated in the process of generating shear planes. The mass action constant for

the relation (122) is
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K122 ::::::a8[Vo]U(Z-b/2b)[Vo].1(Z-b/2b)[e,]l.06(Z/b-l)p 5~2b (123)

Since the presence of both singly and doubly ionized oxygen vacancies were

assumed the appropriate neutrality condition is

[n] :::::: [Vol + 2[Vo] (124)

Combination of eqns (123) and (124) leads to the following relation for the pres-

sure dependence of electrical conductivity

(J' :x p O;/4.l(Z-b) (125)

or simply

{J' ex: p -l/m'O2 (126)

where m' = 4.1(Z-b)/Z. For various values of Z/b, the predicted values of m' in

eq. (126) and the corresponding ratios of shear structure to isolated oxygen

vacancies are give in Table XVI.
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Table-XVI. The Predicted Values of m' for Various Ratios of Z/b and

Corresponding Values of biZ-b.

The electrical conductivity data exhibited a very similar pattern at higher tem-

peratures (900 and 950°C). The shallower slopes observed at these temperatures

suggest that a higher proportion of oxygen vacancies are fully ionized. For

example, to account for the experimentally observed slope of -1/5.2 at 950°C for

P O2 > 10-14, the followingmodel is proposed

4 6
0o=-V6 + -Vo10 10

+1.6e' + .!.02(g)2 (12i)

m' in <Tex:po.;tm Z/b b/Z-b

.3 4.1/3.8 12.6/1

.5 4.1/3.6 7.2/1

.7 4.1/3.4 4.85/1

.8 4.1/3.3 4.1/1

.9 4.1/3.2 3.5/1

1.2 4.1/2.9 2.4/1

1.4 4.1/2.7 1.9/1

2 4.1/2.1 1.05/1

3 4.1/1.1 1/2.7

3.5 4.1/0.6 1/5.8

4 41 1/40
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With mass action constant given by

(128)

Using the following neutrality condition

[n] ::::: [Vo] + 2[V6] (129)

in relation (128), one can write

(J' ex:p 0:/6.2 (130)
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v. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

In order to reinvestigate the phase relations in the Ti02- rich region of

BaO-Ti02 system, the compositions of BaTi206, BaIlTi170.0' Ba.Ti130ao,

BaTi.Og and Ba2Tig020 were prepared using the Pechini method. The resultant

amorphous powders were heated from 600 to 1300°C. Raman spectroscopy was

used to determine phase transformations as a function of temperature. The fol-

lowing are the conclusions based on this study:

1- The compound BaTi205 is a low temperature stable phase and it decom-

poses slowly into BaTiOa and Ba1lTi170.0 at 1300°C.

2- BaIlTi170.o forms after short heat treatment at 1200°C.

3- The phase Ba. Ti1aOao was observed at 1000°C and was stable at higher tem-

peratures.

4- The BaTi.Og structure forms at temperatures as low as 600°C, but in addi-

tion there is some indication of (1:5) phase. This small amount of (1:5)

phase is not detectable by x-ray diffraction experiments for samples heated

above 1000°C. The trace of (1:5) compound disappears from Raman pattern

of BaTi.Og at 1200°C.
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5- The Ba2Tiv020 structure forms only after long heat treatment at 1200°C.

6- BaTi60u was stable between 700 and 1100°C. This phase decomposes into

(2:9) and Ti02 after prolonged heating times at 1200°C.

7- Although there are some differences in the results obtained from the two low

temperature preparation techniques (the liquid mix technique used in the

present study and hydrolysis method used by Roth), in general there is a

fairly good agreement between the two sets of data with regard to stability

conditions for the studied polytitanates.

In the second part of this work, the electrical conductivities of these materi-

als were measured as a function of temperature (850 to 1150°C) and oxygen

activity (10-1V to 1atm). The polytitanates investigated exhibited n-type conduc-

tion for the entire range of oxygen partial pressures at any constant temperature.

The observed variation or log conductivity with log PO2 matched the predicted

value for a defect structure consisting of simultaneous presence of singly and

doubly ionized oxygen vacancies. The onset of abrupt change in the electrical

conductivity at low values of oxygen activity was related to the formation of

shear structures. Thus, the major contributions of this research were the

identification of the Raman spectra and defect structures of Ti-rich compounds

in the BaTi03-Ti02 system.
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Figure 30. Raman spectrum of BaTi206 heated at 1300°C for one hr.
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Figure 31. Raman spectrum of BaeTi17040 heated at 1200°C for 110 hrs.
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Figure 32. Raman spectrum of Ba4Ti13030 heated at 1300°C for 48 hrs.
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Figure 33. Raman spectrum of BaTi40g heated at 1300°C for one hr. I-'I-'
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Figure 33. Raman spectrum of BaTi.Og heated at 1300°C for one hr. ~~
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Figure 34. Raman spectrum of Ba2Tig020 heated at 1200°C for 110 hrs.
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Figure 35. Raman spectrum of BaTi6011 heated at llOO°C for 4 hrs. ............N
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